
Michigan  
RED Center & 
Box Cards 

Continued… You may have multiple box 
cards for the same type of emergency 

based on these specific characteristics.  

Once you have identified these characteris-
tics within your jurisdiction, you are ready to 

begin building box cards. 

It is important, when developing box cards, 
to have both your dispatch center and 
emergency manager involved in the devel-

opment of your box cards.  

They play a critical crisis management role 
and will need to support emergencies and 

disasters in your community. 

While building your box card is a lot of work 
up front, maintaining the box card takes 
relatively less time and provides a safety 
mechanism to assure the incident com-
mander receives the appropriate resources 

to manage the emergency. 

 

 

Box Card  

For more information contact us at  

Info@michiganmabas.us 

 

 

• STANDARDIZATION • INTEROPERABILITY • •BOX 

CARDS • TIERED RESOURCE SYSTEM • 

•STATEWIDE RESPONSE PLAN • DIVISIONS • 

•MUTUAL AID • MITF1 • FIRE • EMS • RESCUE • 

•STRIKE TEAMS • TANKER TASK FORCE • 

•COORDINATED • INTERDIVISIONAL • INTERSTATE 



The mission of Michigan MABAS is to coordinate the 
effective and efficient intrastate and interstate mobiliza-
tion and deployment of fire, emergency 
medical services, and special operations 
mutual aid resources, during natural and 

man-made emergencies and disasters.  

The Red Center does not replace local 
911 Centers and is not a tactical dispatch 
center.  The Red Center is a resource to 
the local 911 Center when local resources 
have been exhausted or specialized re-
sources are needed including Mission 

Ready Packages (MRP’s). 

Box cards are a means to pre-plan respons-
es, by the local fire chief, to geographically 

specific types of emergencies.   

These emergencies range from residential 
and commercial hydranted and non-
hydranted areas, to rescues, hazardous ma-

terials response, other emergencies. 

Box Cards are one of the most important and 
efficient means for moving resources in a 

timely manner.  

Box Cards allow both the on-scene Incident 
Commander and the Dispatcher to focus on 

critical aspects of the emergency re-
sponse without worrying about where the 
requested resource is coming from or if 

its available.   

On the initial callout, the Dispatcher col-
lects important information from the call-
er, then selects the box card that best 
describes the emergency and dispatches 
the resources identified on that Box 

card.   

Once the Incident commander arrives on 
the scene and completes the initial sce-
ne assessment, if additional resources 
are required, the incident commander 
radios dispatch requesting the next 

alarm.   

Because the next alarm resources have 
already been identified, the dispatcher 
simply looks to the box card to request 
the pre-planned resources in the next 

alarm. (continued) 
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Box Cards 

“Michigan MABAS is a user driven system de-

signed to streamline the requesting and providing 

of emergency and fire service resources across 

Michigan for day to day for mutual aid and for 

large scale events.”       Fire Chief Bill Nelson, 

Troy Fire (Retired) 


